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EDITORIAL
eptember is one of my favorite months. It is the change of season
that marks harvest on the North and planting in the South.
Worldwide it is a time of sowing and reaping, both of which create
possibility and potential for the coming days. It is exciting here

at the Science of Psychotherapy (SoP) as we engage in our own processes of
sowing and reaping.
We have been sowing the seeds of our new Academy and filling the field with
fascinating and informative reading and video courses. Each course supplies
a certificate of ongoing education you can submit to your professional
organization. We see that you are beginning to reap the benefits, both as SoP
subscribers who enjoy the entire “crop”, and also those enjoying individual
“fruits” that satisfy their specific needs. Please continue enjoying and

benefiting from the Academy. We also sowed the seeds of change when we shifted our “brand” from The
Neuropsychotherapist to The Science of Psychotherapy. This has opened the magazine to a wider scope of
curiosity in our readers and our authors.
I am very pleased that this issue includes a variety of ideas, practices and experiences. Pamela LynnSeraphine describes the therapeutic use of drumming and the relevant neuroscience in “Self-Regulation
Through Drumming: A Brain-Body Model for Optimizing Mental Health”. Ernest and Kathryn Rossi are
joined by Jan Dyba as they take a fresh look at an established concept, again taking in the lens of current
neuroscience. “The Neurocognitive Update of the Two-Factor Theory of a Hypnotic Experience” also
reviews the relationship of the electrodynamic field work done by Ravitz in the 50s and 60s. I am also
pleased to have an article from a longtime friend of the SoP Damien Southam. He is a counselor who is
also very active in the social work of his region. He is generously sharing his own story of managing a life
with ADHD. In “ADHD and Me” we read about a personal story that I believe will speak for many. In light
of these interesting articles I felt a need to add an “editor’s article”. I have been noticing new work on the
topic of consciousness. I have tried to bring together some of the ideas and suggestions from people like
Damasio, LeDoux, Searle and Chalmers in “Consciousness Still Being Explained” and add a few of my own
observations. I look forward to your comments and responses to how our understanding of consciousness is
relevant and how it may be relevant to the other articles in this issue. Please share your comments.
It is so important for us to continue to both read and write new ideas, current work, and the experiential
frame of what is happening in the field of psychotherapy. We will continue to do our part to make this
available to you through the magazine and the Academy at the Science of Psychotherapy.

RICHARD HILL | EDITOR
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Self-Regulation
Through Drumming

A Brain-Body Model for
Optimizing Mental Health
Pamela Lynn-Seraphine
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Drumming offers
a comprehensive,
adaptive and widely
accessible method of
physical and mental
training that assists
with self-development

FEATURE

W

INTRODUCTION

hen it comes to staying healthy,
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both physically and mentally, current neuroscientific research sug-

gests the health benefits of drumming are
plentiful. Yet there is currently no overarching framework by which to understand drumming’s potential beneficial effects for optimizing mental health and wellbeing. This article
offers a theoretical framework and brain-body
based model of drumming that focuses on integrating multiple approaches to brain change
and self-regulation.

Within the therapeutic context, the term
“drumming” refers to a holistic mind-body
discipline, part of which includes breath control,

simple

meditation,

and

an

integra-

tive system of coordinated body movements
(Lynn-Seraphine, 2019). Drumming offers a
comprehensive, adaptive and widely accessible method of physical and mental training
that assists with self-development and, as I
propose, improves self-regulation of an individual’s cognition, emotions, and behaviors
through top-down
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anisms. In this article, I’ll begin with a brief

found in many different shapes and forms and

contextualization of the art of drumming as a

are present in nearly every country and culture

mind-body discipline in historical and con-

in the world. In Western contemporary set-

temporary settings. From there, I’ll present a

tings, drumming tends to be synonymous with

sample of available evidence that highlights the

musical performances, drum circles, and some

beneficial effects of drumming. I’ll also offer an

meditation practices. Historically, however, the

explanation as to how specific components of

practice of drumming was understood to be a

a regular drumming practice may affect brain

far broader, more comprehensive and integral

networks underlying self-regulatory process-

healing discipline widely practiced as a medium

es associated with stress, attention, and emo-

for communication, spiritual rituals, and ex-

tion. The brain-body model I propose describes

ploring human consciousness. While there are

drumming practice as a comprehensive skill set

many types of drums, no specific type is re-

of five synergistic processing components that

quired in a clinical setting. Ethnic hand drums

facilitate bi-directional feedback and integra-

are often preferred, though, due to their porta-

tion of brain networks that result in improved

bility and cost-effectiveness.

physical, emotional, and psychological health.

Over the last decade, the research involving

From a clinical perspective, I propose a par-

the therapeutic effects of drumming has seen

adigm shift towards empowering individuals

tremendous growth, and yet little has been

with a rhythmic skillset that requires minimal

written about the supporting evidence. In fact,

effort at first, yet has the potential to easily

several studies have shown drumming to offer

expand in sophistication to assist in the treat-

beneficial effects on cognitive, psychological,

ment of clinical disorders. To support my pro-

and physical health, including support of be-

posed model, I will present available evidence

havioral and emotional regulation for improved

involving therapeutic effects of rhythm inte-

symptoms

gration affecting self-regulatory pathways by

post-traumatic stress disorder, and a myriad of

integrating existing constructs from polyvagal

benefits for other health conditions (Bensimon

theory and cognitive neuroscience with emerg-

et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2017; Perkins et al.,

ing research on drumming and meditation.

2016; Smith et al., 2014).

This article is intended to guide future research
on therapeutic drumming, specifically as it relates to treating trauma and other stress-induced psychological disorders.

of

depression,

anxiety,

stress,

For example, Fancourt (2016a) and his colleagues from London’s Royal College of Music
(RMC) investigated the positive mental health
effects of group drumming. The research
was carried out among 76 mental health us-

ORIGINS AND RESEARCH

ers across two studies. Subjects took part in

Drums, also referred to as membranophones, are thought to originate from Western
Asia over 7000 years ago (Dean, 2012; Hart &
Lieberman, 1991; Redmond, 1997). They can be

six- and ten-week programs of drumming
workshops led by a professional drummer and
supported by students from the RCM. Results
showed reduced symptomology of depression
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by 38%, while anxiety dropped by 20%, social
resilience increased by 23%, and mental wellbeing improved by 16%. Not surprisingly, the
benefits were still evident three months later.
In addition, they noted a significant reduction
of inflammation and improved immune systems, leading them to also suggest underlying
biological effects could support drumming’s
therapeutic potential for mental health (Fancourt et al., 2016b).

ment, and emotional expression.
Equally important, from a cognitive perspective, Professor Frederic Ullen, from the
Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm, conducted a study that showed a link between intelligence, good timing, and the part of the
brain used for problem-solving (Ullen et al.,
2008). Professor Ullen and colleagues asked
34 right-handed men aged between 19 and 49
to tap a drumstick at a variety of different intervals. They were then given a psychometric

vestigated the psychological benefits of group

test of 60 questions and problems. The results

drumming as a way to prevent staff burnout at

showed that participants with high general

a mental health care facility. The study popu-

intelligence were more stable on a very simple

lation consisted of 30 staff members who par-

timing task. They also discovered that these

ticipated in group drumming sessions. Their

drummers had larger volumes of white mat-

conclusion highlighted various mechanisms

ter, the type of tissue which connects differ-

supporting enhanced wellbeing among partic-

ent regions of the brain (Ullen et al., 2008).

ipants, including improved mood, productiv-

Professor Ullen’s results suggest a bottom-up

ity, energy, relaxation, sense of accomplish-

explanation of the link between temporal sta-
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In a similar way, Newman et al. (2015) in-
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bility and intellectual performance.

about inhibiting strong impulses; self-reg-

Additionally, from a psychosocial perspective, University of Oxford psychologist, Robin Dunbar, discovered that when drummers
play together, both their happiness levels
and pain tolerance increases (Dunbar, et al.,

ulation reduces the frequency and intensity
of strong impulses by managing stress-load
and recovery. In fact, self-regulation is what
makes self-control possible, or, in many cases, unnecessary.” (Shanker, 2016).

2012). More specifically, Dunbar and his col-

Self-regulation also plays a role in how we

leagues reported that people who have been

set long term goals to pursue, implement effec-

playing music have a higher tolerance for

tive strategies, monitor our progress, and make

pain which is an indication that their bodies

adjustments that help us achieve long term

are producing endorphins, also referred to as

goals. “Instead of acting impulsively, the self

natural opiates. The drummers also reported

can delay gratification and suppress short-term

higher levels of positive emotions. Observing

temptations in order to pursue long-term goals

this natural opiate high led the researchers to

that are larger and more motivating” (Reeve,

hypothesize that drumming was an integral

2018, p. 258). More formally, self-regulation

part of community bonding and that sharing

involves a process of metacognitive planning,

rhythms was the sort of behavior necessary

implementing, monitoring, and self-reflection.

for the evolution of human society.

Those with high self-regulation are often better

My proposed brain-body model of self-regulation through drumming is backed by the
above case studies, as well as other available

at managing their emotions, living with integrity, and practicing the self-discipline needed
to achieve their goals.

literature demonstrating the effects of drum-

Theories of self-regulation play a central

ming for acute and longer-term outcomes.

role within numerous sub-disciplines such as

Many different explanations regarding its

psychotherapy, sport psychology, and cognitive

positive effects have been proposed, but so far

neuroscience (Banfield et al., 2004; Baumeis-

there is no overarching framework in which to

ter et al., 2007; Grecucci et al., 2017; Kirschen-

understand them. A useful framework for in-

baum, 1984; Strauman et al., 2013). Generally

vestigating doing so is that of self-regulation.

speaking, the process of self-regulatory activity includes four interacting components: standards of desirable behavior, motivation to meet

THE ROLE OF
SELF-REGULATION

standards, monitoring factors that break standards, and the willpower of inner strength to

Self-regulation is a vital skill that is gener-

control urges (Baumeister, 2007; Reeve, 2018).

ally thought of as the ability to have self-con-

The goal for most contemporary psychothera-

trol over emotions and behaviors. Although

pists is to help their clients develop self-regu-

self-regulation and self-control are similar,

lation skills to reduce psychological stress and

they have two distinct constructs. As psychol-

regain a sense of control over their lives.

ogist Stuart Shanker puts it: “Self-control is

For example, many psychotherapists use
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cognitive-behavioral

treatment

methods

that focus on top-down cognitive means of
self-regulation such as cognitive reappraisal,
goal-setting, and imaginal exposure or narrative writing. Additionally, “third-wave” cognitive behavioral therapists have embraced
emerging approaches to psychotherapy such as
dialectical behavioral therapy (DBT) (Carpenter,
2013), metacognitive therapy (MCT) (Nordahl &
Adrian, 2018), psychological skill training (PST)
(McCrory et al., 2013) and mindfulness-based
skill development (Siegel, 2007). There is increasing support in the literature to suggest
that mindfulness offers a combination of strategies involving top-down and bottom-up emotional mechanisms for self-regulation (Chiesa
et al., 2012).

tion, and alternating open/closed meditation.
Conversely, bottom-up techniques utilize
the body’s ability to change the brain, especially in lower subcortical areas that are generally outside of conscious awareness and control
(Ochsner, 2009). The nature of drumming itself, as a kinesthetic practice, has the ability
to utilize bottom-up techniques as an effective
way to leverage signals through the body to
change brain structures such as the fear center
(amygdala), introspection center (insula), and
the memory center (hippocampus) (Ochsner et
al., 2010). More specifically, bottom-up techniques change the brain in three key ways: deactivation of the amygdala, which reduces the
stress response; regulating activation in the insula, which reduces anger, emotional outbursts,
and dissociation; and enhancing activation in

INTEGRATING BRAIN CHANGE
APPROACHES
The art of drumming utilizes both top-down

the hippocampus, which increases feelings of
safety and aids in coping with negative memories (Sweeton, 2019).

and bottom-up approaches to brain change

As drumming practice deepens, the emphasis

and self-regulation. Top-down strategies oc-

on enteroception can increase and modulation

cur when there is an emphasis on attentional

of emotional-generative brain regions (limbic)

control. In other words, when using top-down

can be activated without increased use of higher

techniques, the mind is engaged to change the

brain regions responsible for cognitive forms of

brain. When a drummer is specifically learning

regulation. Both general and meditative drum-

new material or they are intentionally practic-

ming practices involve the influence of periph-

ing meditative drumming, they are harnessing

eral sensory, visceral, cardiovascular, immune,

top-down executive mechanisms. Top-down

and autonomic input on neural processing and

approaches can be used to strengthen higher

mental activities via regulatory pathways (Bitt-

cortical areas of the brain such as the prefron-

man et al., 2001; Geiser et al., 2014).

tal cortex (thinking center) and the cingulate
(emotional regulation center) (McRae, 2012).

THE BRAIN-BODY MODEL

Within a clinical context, various top-down alternatives can be added to drumming practice

In my integrated brain-body model, I pro-

for greater impact such as closed trainspotting

pose that specific aspects of drumming affect

awareness, open awareness, closed concentra-

self-regulation through various feedback loops
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across multiple systems, which, in turn, pro-

ior, and psychological wellbeing (Moumdjian,

mote brain changes that result in the promo-

2018). Each element of rhythm integration in-

tion of psychological, physical, and emotional

cludes its own set of valuable assets that help

health. The integration of brain-mind-body

reduce physical and emotional stress. Rhythm

healing through drumming involves a skillset

and movement-based techniques are general-

of five tools for self-regulation:

ly used as bottom-up processes that reduce the

•

Rhythm Integration

•

Interoception

•

Muscle Dynamics/Breathwork

•

Meditation/Mindfulness

•

Social Engagement.

stress response and amygdala activation.
Interoception. The ability to “feel inside”
one’s own body and be aware of internal states
is an essential component of self-regulation
(Reeves, 2018). The insula is the brain structure primarily responsible for interoception,
and a strongly regulated insula helps identify

Each of these components potentially offers

physical and emotional sensations (Gasquoine,

positive attributes that affect cognitive, emo-

2014). The practice of drumming facilitates

tional, and behavioral systems under stress;

interoception by means of touch and the need

and they have the potential to improve one’s

for anchoring into the present through sensory

physical and psychological functioning during

sensitization. Drummers can learn to improve

drumming practice as well as everyday life.

interoception abilities and feel into their bod-

A brief description of the five skillset tools of

ies, which in turn allows them to better under-

drumming for self-regulation follows.

stand how they feel physically and emotionally.

Rhythm Integration. The foundation of the

Muscle Dynamics/Breathwork. Everything

drummer’s path towards self-regulation is

about drumming involves muscle dynamics

rhythm integration. The central concepts of

and breathwork. Muscle dynamics are essential

rhythm integration include movement, time,

to understanding how we feel while playing,

rhythmic attunement, and applied rhythmic

and what we can interocept. Similarly, focused

entrainment. For example, applied rhythmic

breathing can be used as a powerful way to cre-

entrainment refers to the physiological syn-

ate change in the brain and body. Breathing

chronization that occurs between the brain pat-

techniques can be used as both bottom-up and

terns of the drummer and the sound patterns

top-down approaches to brain change. When

being played on the drums (Lynn-Seraphine,

drummers focus on a rhythmic pattern, sensa-

2016). Sound vibrations permeate through the

tion or image, their cognitive control activates

entire body and induce a deep sense of aware-

cortical regions, thus changing the brain top-

ness. The opportunity to mindfully focus on the

down. Equally important, focused diaphrag-

rhythmic patterns allows for the vibrations to

matic breathing facilitates the activation of the

sink deeper into one’s body and consciousness.

ventral vagus nerve, which deactivates subcor-

Research shows that auditory-motor coupling

tical brain regions and reverses the stress re-

can affect one’s hormones, cognition, behav-

sponse (Porges, 2003).
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Meditation/Mindfulness. For the purpose of

mode network but also facilitates the physio-

our brain-body model, meditation is defined as

logical benefits of tapping into the body’s para-

a set of practices that train the mind to focus on

sympathetic nervous system (Benson, 1974;

a set of elements such as sensations, emotions,

Lynn-Seraphine, 2019). Additionally, building

thoughts, or external stimuli. In tradition-

awareness through kinesthetic-tactile learning

al drumming practices, concentrative (closed)

involves bottom-up processing, which stimu-

meditative techniques have been primarily

lates physiological and neurochemical changes

used to induce altered states of consciousness

that can influence positive emotions without

and spiritual enlightenment (Remond, 1997). A

the need for conscious cognitive input.

nonsectarian approach to the practice of meditative drumming merely involves the process
of being able to direct undivided attention towards a single focus, whether it’s a word,
prayer, or sound (Lynn-Seraphine, 2019). Sustained attention on a focal point during med-

mindfulness meditation (open awareness) involved with any drumming practice. The beneficial effects of mindfulness practices are related to both top-down and bottom-up emotional
regulation (Chiesa, Serretti, & Jakobsen, 2012).

Photo by Clem Onojeghuo on Unsplash

itation not only lowers activity in the default

Equally important is the facilitation of
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Although the practice of drumming contains

polyvagal theory. Specifically, the brain-body

both bottom-up and top-down components,

model relies on the important link between

special attention can be given to intensify cog-

phylogenetic changes in the autonomic nervous

nitive monitoring, awareness, and attention.

system via social engagement. Researchers

For example, while kinesthetic-tactile learn-

have proposed that dysfunctional mental states

ing can involve bottom-up processes, mind-

are interictally related to an excessive vagal

fulness meditation allows for open awareness

outflow and an imbalance between sympathetic

of domains including one’s body, emotions,

and parasympathetic branches in the autonom-

thoughts, or the external environment. Drum-

ic nervous system - all of which is consistent

mers often drift between both domains of med-

with polyvagal theory (Porges, 1976; Porges,

itation. For example, when learning something

2003; Wenger, 1941).

new, drummers may set their intention to attend to their movements and allow their attention to drift wherever their body needs to move
in order to achieve their musical goals. However, once integrated into their motor memory,
their time can be spent moving freely between
concentrative (closed) exercises and allowing
their mind to drift (open awareness) on a selected thought or allowing themselves to be lost
in random thoughts.

The proposed brain-based model provides
a theoretical platform to interpret the benefits
of social engagement within a neurophysiological context of drumming for self-regulation.
From a polyvagal perspective, the interaction
between the drummer and other individuals
present during the applied practice results in
various phylogenetic changes in the autonomic
nervous system and social behavior.

Current neuroscientific research shows that

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

meditation changes the brain in various ways:
there is less activation in the amygdala (fear

As discussed above, drumming can be

center); more activation in the hippocampus

broken down into a skillset of five tools for

(memory center), cingulate (self-regulation

self-regulation: Rhythm Integration; Intero-

center) and prefrontal cortex (thinking center);

ception; Muscle Dynamics/Breathwork; Medi-

and improvement in connectivity and over-

tation/Mindfulness; and Social Engagement. In

all functioning (Lazar et al., 2000). However,

my proposed brain-body model (Figure 1), I de-

different practices lead to different results, and

scribe how this skillset may facilitate self-reg-

a lot depends on the individual and the tech-

ulation and result in optimized mental health

niques being applied.

and wellbeing. In this model, I’ve proposed how

Social Engagement. Current neuroscientific
investigations have led to important insights
into the neural substrate of social behavior from
a biological perspective. The proposed brainbody model of self-regulation through drumming relies on new conceptualizations within

drumming skills facilitate bi-directional feedback and improve integration and efficiency of
high-level brain networks (e.g., central executive network, frontal-parietal control network,
etc.) and low-level ones (e.g., autonomic systems, vagal complex, etc.) along with cardiac,
respiratory, and peripheral sensory informa-
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tion. The model proposes that a regular practice

posed mechanisms are likely to give individuals

of drumming provides motivation for realistic

a means to enhance adaptive autonomic ner-

goals and positive intentions to approach social

vous system functioning and cognitive-emo-

engagement as a supportive framework to de-

tional-behavioral processes that will help them

velop and further future aspirations.

better deal with the stressors of daily life. A

From a clinical perspective, the proposed
brain-body model of drumming can be used to
further our understanding of the growing body
of research linking drumming with improved
mental health and wellbeing. Although drumming research is complex due to the various
process tools involved, future research should
systematically test the proposed framework.

als with a rhythmic skillset to begin the process of positive brain change has the potential
to transform lives for the better. The brainbody model for self-regulation through drumming can advance our understanding of human
functioning as well as promote more effective
interventions for improving human health and
wellbeing.

Photo by Paulo Infante on Unsplash

Through the practice of drumming, the pro-

paradigm shift towards empowering individu-
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Our capacity to
theorise and collect
large amounts
of tangential
information and
data, and memorise
huge amounts, make
us extraordinary
planners, creators,
organisers and
presenters...

APPLIED NPT
y name is Damien Southam. I am

M

As I thought about the question, I found I

the Director of Operations at Re-

was having an intensely emotional, personal

flex Social Services in New South

response. I decided to not answer as a profes-

Wales, Australia. I am a counsellor and dedicate

sional, although I hope some of my professional

my time to helping people with mental health

expertise comes through as I write, but…

problems. Some of my work is with agencies
where I triage patients as the first step in their
assessment and treatment plans. I am 35 years
old and I suffer from an attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD).

It’s very hard to explain to people what I
know or what I feel because I have both a personal and professional perspective. It’s hard
to find the right way to say that many of the
“helpful things”, that I know are well inten-

This article started when someone asked me

tioned, are not always that helpful; that I have

a simple, but important question about ADHD:

fears about the recommended treatments; and

What is mental wellness and professional care

how even the experts don’t always seem to un-

like for someone with ADHD/Hyperactivity?

derstand.

My first response was: Are they asking me as a
professional or as a patient?

I will start with a description of my recent
experiences:
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Around mid-2018 I began to struggle with

some psychiatry himself) and he openly stated

my symptoms more than I had in about 3-4

“psychs are really quite frightened of administering

years. I joked at the time with my business as-

amphetamines and dex these days. Standard policy is

sociate at Reflex, Alicia, that my last relation-

to prescribe antidepressants for the erratic emotion

ship break-up was less difficult to deal with

discomfort and Valium for the anxiety” (Strawn,

than this. I am not truly certain what shifted

Dobson, & Giles, 2017; Dodson, 2019). “Fasci-

for me, but a lot of my most difficult symptoms

nating” I thought, as we finished our whiskeys

were back in an intensity that was more than in

and went for a walk, through Darling Harbour.

my mid-twenties.

But, despite my relief from the dulling of my

By the end of 2018, I was having dissociation

hyperactivity, everything felt worse. My head

events, losing time (sometimes hours), having

fog, cognitive blanks and vocal glitches not

overwhelming sensory events and complete-

only didn’t improve, they seemed more perva-

ly retreating from society whenever I wasn’t

sive than ever. My efforts to overcome mistakes

working with clients. My thoughts became a

and errors in my part-time job, article writing

hyper-linear noise, often spread over 50 sub-

and research seemed to only multiply them.

jects and ideas simultaneously. I was struggling

My emotions were less erratic, but I was hav-

to sit and write, I was missing fine details in

ing more trouble than ever sticking to sched-

my work, and errors were piling up.

ules, organising myself and remembering to eat

It took me until early 2019 to finally organise a referral to a psychiatrist. It was fear that
held me back. I don’t deny it. Fear of the ludicrous expense, fear of having to use medica-

food. I relied almost exclusively on my business
partner, Alicia, to have work meetings in cafes
and restaurants so that I would remember to
eat a full meal.

tion again, fear of having to admit I wasn’t in

I am still struggling, but over the past 3

control… It is so hard to explain how utterly

months I have had encounters with others in a

arrogant and hilarious it is to talk about con-

similar position in a combination of social and

trol. When has a hyperactive person ever been

professional situations. A young ADHD man,

in control?

who was tangentially asking my advice along-

The psychiatrist’s diagnosis and treatment
was not what I expected: an antidepressant.
But, I was a good patient. I took the medication,
endured the 8 weeks of weirdness during the
activation period, then found myself enjoying,

side his treatment team, took his life recently.
He had told me several times that “nothing he
was being given was working” and it must be “his
fault” and that he was “desperate to be able to do
anything properly”.

almost luxuriating in the “joyousness” of my

There are many more, including the two

emotions being completely flattened out (and

young women who have come to me online af-

the less joyous, but minor erectile dysfunction).

ter discovering that no one really knows how to

I spoke to a friend who is currently studying
for his Psychiatry qualification (and after the
trials of that college, he looks like he could use

deal with female ADHD; another is undergoing
testing an non-pharmaceutical interventions,
but is drowning in the cost; a mother who is
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desperate to get help for his son who is lonely

ever occurred to us. Some of those things are

and depressed and heartbroken, who finds he

hard to do for a lot of people, let alone people

can’t focus and feels like he can’t fit in, but he

whose brains don’t easily form habits or find

is able to read Shakespeare at age 9; and the

comfort in routine.

gentleman who so touchingly reached out to me
online to thank me for my last article, especially after his mother read it and responded with
“I had no idea you were dealing with THAT.”

But, let me get back to the question: What is
mental wellness and professional care like for someone with ADHD/Hyperactivity? Mental wellness,
in general, can be really hard to achieve, not

These cases all seem to be saying the same

just because sleep schedules are erratic (Wa-

thing, and what I have so desperately felt this

jszilber, Santiseban, & Gruber, 2018) and we are

year: “Can SOMEONE please JUST help me”. Really

often mentally exhausted, but because our inner

and truly help me.

world and the world we live in are so incongru-

There are many genuine efforts to tell me
what I need and to tell me to please not take
my own life. What I really need is for someone
to truly understand that I am not functioning in
the world, that I am frightened and alone because I know I am different. It hurts when I
can’t do things and it is so hard to bear it when
I am ridiculed for trying to do things I can’t.
Even my caring family and friends, and a host
of experts seem to parrot what I have heard all

ent. We don’t fit – and we know it. Emotions
can be challenging, society overwhelming. This
we know. What makes it harder is when the
professionals who are trying to help, aren’t always that helpful. We don’t want the drugs, but
sometimes you need the right ones temporarily.
We need genuine deep psychotherapy, medications and practical external systems to help
us get through the impractical confusion our
mental state can create.

my life: “you probably shouldn’t work so hard”;

It is a struggle to innovate here, and to know

“you are taking on too much”; “you just have to get

what therapeutic innovation to trust. Neuro-

into a routine” “you just have to make it regular,

feedback is being touted as a drug free alter-

form a habit”. It’s as if none of these things have

native to treating ADHD (Albrecht, Uebel-von
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Sandersleben, Gevensleben, & Rothenberger,

uniquely and at odds with many societal ex-

2015) - but the clinical evidence supporting this

pectations.

intervention is mixed. We are coached to use
reminder apps and scheduling systems, which
work until the time you forget to set reminders
and schedules and the whole thing falls apart.
So it can be a struggle to grapple with our
care and our mental wellness, but I would like
to suggest some things that work well for me:
encourage creativity; realise we don’t learn or
retain information the same way; be curious
about how we see the world and the solutions
we can bring; and for pity’s sake, please don’t
tell us to get into a routine. The single most

2. Adults with ADHD are not trying to
“get drugs”
Some people think it might be fun to be legally allowed to take Ritalin. Trust me, the fact
that our difficulties are usually treated with
what is essentially narcotics, is not lost on us
in any way. That might seem ‘fun’ to some.
Certainly, there are those who offered to buy
my Ritalin off me when I was still using it. Let
me tell you what’s it is really like.

important thing is to try and understand what

Our medications have side-effects (Cortese,

it is like for us, for me, before trying to make

et al., 2018), some of them permanent. Ritalin

me normal. I’m not (Targum, & Adler, 2014).

use has been linked with permanent suppres-

Here’s 10 things that I, and others like me,

sion of short-term memory, and a disruption
of our emotional processes. Some people ex-

would like you to understand.

perience a permanent “emotional flattening”
which is often then diagnosed as depression, and
1. We are a real thing

it certainly feels like depression. Don’t get me

If you are the parent of an ADHD child you
have no doubt heard the usual refrains: “they
are just a naughty child”, “they are lazy and
easily distracted” “you are just parenting
wrong, you have to be stricter”.
Each and every one of those statements ignores the scientific evidence (Quinn & Lynch,
2016). We are not neurotypical. Our brains are
not the same as yours. Our brains are shaped

wrong, some medication can be a godsend that
enables them to hold down a normal job or do
normal study. But, that medical regime can be
a daily reminder that society sees us as broken:
we need to be medicated because we are not
normal. This is a bitter pill. We don’t do this to
get drugs, we get the drugs to help us function
in a world that is not suited to us. We are just
trying to be “normal”.

differently, and as such we react to our neurochemistry differently to the way most of you
react to yours (Curatolo, D’Agati, & Moavero,
2010). We are not morally deficient, or flawed,
lazy characters. We are not stupid or unteachable and not intentionally malicious or misbehaved, or anti-social. But, we are “wired”

3. Most of us are hyper-sensate.
So, for most people, around the age of
3–4, when object permanence becomes a fully formed thing, the brain begins to develop
filters and boundaries, that filter out all back-
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ground information from the conscious brain,
except the things that are urgent / potentially
dangerous, and the thing that you are currently
concentrating on.

4. When we are stuck, most motivational
comments don’t help.
Research suggests ADHD is linked to how
the brain uses Dopamine (Levy,1991). Dopa-

We do not develop this capacity.

mine plays a role in pleasure and motivation,

We are constantly bombarded with sensory and thought information — there is nothing in our environment that we do not notice
and can easily choose not to pay attention to.
As I sit here typing I am listening to a podcast, I have 24 web tabs open which present
me with a tonne of neuroscience research, my
cat is scratching itself on the lounge just out of
my peripheral vision, 4 cars and a truck have
driving past the front of my house, the woman
next door is screaming at her husband because

and helps the brain differentiate between what
is desired and important, and what is less so.
So, when someone with ADHD is passionate
(apparently we can be incredible lovers) we can
become far too passionate. At the other side of
the pendulum, when we are overwhelmed, we
become exhausted and it is difficult for us to
care about any one thing more or less than any
other thing. We are as unresponsive to our dinner as we are to our partner. This is not easy for
our partner.

he isn’t wearing the tie she picked him (again),

It also makes motivation on the personal

and then I am bombarded by the smell of my

level difficult. Yes, I would love to go exercise

mother’s chain smoking throughout the house.

right now, but that desire just doesn’t seem to

This is only what I can hold in my head long
enough to describe. If I look tired to you, I am.

make it into my body. I would love to be aware
of my self-care, but somehow it just doesn’t
seem to occur to me. Unfortunately, most of
the stock standard advice doesn’t help us — we
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know and agree with everything you say, but

possible outcome of every situation the person

it’s just more information being added to the

has spoken of, and are also frightened you’ve

already tangled web of things we are trying to

missed something that they have said because

remember, concentrate on or feel motivated

of the car outside that you just noticed or the

about.

other ten conversations happening in the room.

5. Social Situations (Suck) are Very Difficult!

Just staying at home seems to be a sensible alternative.

Try to imagine what it is like for me at a
party or other social event: You are in a room.
You notice that the room randomly changes
temperature, although for no apparent reason.
If there are, say, 50 other people in the room,
then you are aware of all of these people talking
simultaneously, speaking at different volumes.
Then you determine that 5 of them are really
loud and nasal. The room also echoes. Then you
feel the need to pick out which people are happy, frightened, sad, lying, uncertain of themselves, or unwell. It is like you are required to
notice what colour everyone is wearing, if they
are wearing shoes or boots, or if they are happy
to be there and If they seem to know anyone.

6. It’s not really Attention deficit. Its FOCUSED-attention-deficit
There are many like me who don’t feel they
suffer from attention deficit. Quite the opposite. We are attending to too much. It is never
just one thing and never to any single moment
in time. Our past, present and future are all
happening right now. I am writing this article
at the same time as the bird outside with the
amazingly red chest is gliding from one branch
over to the lower arch of the next tree; the cat
adjusts how its sleeping; and the TV is on in the
next room.
ADHD people, contrary to the name, never

Feeling overwhelmed yet?

struggle in paying attention, its maintaining

Now imagine that as you begin to tire, the

attention and narrowing attention into focus

room increases in volume and echo. The lights

that is so difficult. I appreciate how frustrat-

begin to become more intense and you start

ing that can be for those around us. Especially

to get anxious. This is my world sometimes.

when we have deadlines to meet or working on

It becomes more socially awkward as you talk

something that we know should be interest-

louder and faster because you’re competing

ing. It is very difficult for others to deal with

with the noise that only you are aware of and

us when we become afraid of failing, which can

an anxiety that only you feel. You begin to fid-

happen suddenly and without warning.

get because your impulse controls are slipping
as you divert your focus on trying to be calm
7. ADHD may have once been a useful evo-

and pleasant.
Even a one-to-one conversation can be
fraught when you are noticing every shift in
body language, then trying to predict every

lutionary branch. What are the things we are
good at?
In village life there are those that special-
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ise, but there are also the “jack of all trades”.

ly creative, capable of extraordinary prob-

Imagine a Nordic / Viking village, around 1500–

lem-solving, a tendency to want to always be

2000 years ago. There are specific trades like

in motion, or full immersed in something that

Black Smith, medicine man / woman, elders,

is better than movement. We serve the modern

shepherds and goatherds, fishers, and cloth

society well as artists, creators, designers, the-

weavers. However, this village lies in the shad-

orists and analysts, and in emergency service

ows of the west Caucus, not many degrees of

roles where multiple factors need to be consid-

latitude below the Arctic Circle. Not only must

ered and acted upon in rapid succession.

people maintain their roles and tasks, but they
need to do a years’ work in 6 months, before
the massive freeze of winter. People who were
jacks-of-all-trades and who were ferociously
energetic, doing multiple things at once, coming up with extraordinary alternatives would
have been completely essential.

8. Modern society is not really designed for
us although modern tech is designed all too
well.
There is a strong emphasis in society, especially for children, to behave in expected norms

ADHD people have a tendency to be high-

that are no longer based around activity and
energetics, but on sitting still and focusing on
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the learning task at hand. This is very difficult

Hyperactives of all kinds (including schizo-

for people whose brains are not wired for sit-

phrenics, Tourette’s, ADHD, and OCD sufferers)

ting still and doing or thinking about one thing

struggle with emotional self-regulation, espe-

at a time. The social cues that are established

cially when we hit our personal sensory over-

around the overall behavioural expectations

load threshold. It’s very hard for our youngest

of this world are difficult for us to interpret,

sufferers, who often report:

and we feel ostracised or awkward around our
communities.
We often seem to talk to ourselves because our thoughts and ideas scream around
our skulls so fast that they tumble out of our
mouths. We may need to touch everything and
feel sensations, which gets us in trouble when
we impulsively need to touch people. We may
be afraid of the punishment we receive because
of this type of behavior and so move with obsessive caution through any environment. We

“I try my hardest not to be naughty.”
“I just wish people understood me.”
“I just wish they’d realise I need to fidget.”
“I wish people would understand I’m not a
bad kid.”
“I want to behave, but my brain sometimes
tells me not to. I have really big emotions and
don’t mean to get so mad when things don’t go
my way.”

may need to obsessively repeat patterns of ac-

“I cannot simply control myself. This lack

tions and movements as our brain struggles to

of control makes me feel like a failure most

stay still or stay focused.

days.”

Now we have social media, smart phone

This, combined with our symptoms, sadly

technology, YouTube, and the internet. These

places us at great risk of addiction and negative

new innovations almost feel like a cruel trick.

self-comforting. Video-games can be an ad-

They are almost too perfect for us — constant

diction (Kietglaiwansiri, & Chonchaiya, 2018).

information, bombarding notifications, con-

These games present the ADHD brain with the

stant demands for shifting focus and attention,

perfect world of control, predictability and ex-

voices, sensations, colours, ideas, captivating

citing chaos, but also a very sensory world, that

thoughts, 40–50 simultaneous conversations.

rapidly shifts between variables. Rapid think-

It’s exactly what our brains do and all pack-

ing is rewarded, and the player can feel com-

aged in a satisfyingly digital form, but, we are

fortable and accomplished. Our fidgets and tics

expected to resist this new temptation and sit

can be replaced by rapid reflex movements on

still. It’s a Catch-22.

controls and keyboards, and the more we ‘fidget’ the better at the game we are.

9. We can be angry and emotionally flighty
which makes us prone to addiction.

We can struggle with other addictions as
well. Nowadays I drink a lot of strong coffee
which grants me a small window of time where
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my body feels like it’s moving and reacting at
the same speed as my mind, and this feels like
I have control. This is better than in my teens

of course,
•

coming home from our random mountain bike ride (which we took at mid-

and early twenties when I had a dependant re-

night, naturally) to find to our great re-

lationship with alcohol. It slowed my brain to a

lief that we left the phone in the fridge.

point where I felt (reasonably) socially normal,
but had too many depressive side effects. Many
of us are vulnerable to dependency on Cannabis
for similar reasons. We are not looking for an
addiction, but searching for something to help
us feel some degree of what other people call
“normal”.

The Good News
I seem to be painting a picture of a group
of people who are just a problem to the world.
Let’s look at the flip-side of our coin. Some
truly profound social activists, theoretical
physicists, artists, politicians and entrepre-

10. We have the power to be beneficial to our
society, and some of the aspects of our disorder
are…. well… funny
Here are just a few things from my own story and some people I know:

neurs have been diagnosed or assessed to be
ADHD, Tourette’s and/or OCD sufferers (Bhattacharyya, & Rai, 2015). These conditions are
often found in combination (Pringsheim, et al.,
2009)
Leonardo da Vinci (ADHD), Mozart (ADHD,
Tourettes), Winston Churchill (ADHD), Al-

•

•

We are interesting people who struggle

bert Einstein (ADHD), Salvador Dali (ADHD),

to get out of bed at 7am, but will ran-

Howard Hughes (OCD), Howie Mandel (ADHD,

domly vacuum the house at 3am

OCD), Richard Branson (ADHD), Jim Carey

we have so many browser tabs open
that we regularly crash even the fastest
computer processors;

•

we randomly compliment people;

•

we will make all your post-it notes disappear and probably most of the pens;

•

•

(ADHD), Dan Ackroyd (Asperger’s,Tourettes)
have made extraordinary contributions and are
great examples of how their condition has even
been a benefit to their work.
Our capacity to theorise and collect large
amounts of tangential information and data,
and memorise huge amounts, make us ex-

you will have to politely remind us when

traordinary planners, creators, organisers and

all ten pens are in our breast pocket,

presenters, and most especially our capacity to

and the post-it notes are stuck to the

read people and notice small details can, with

side of our heads

the right behavioural training, makes us ex-

we can create entire Venn diagrams out
of the last 3 hours of conversation, and

tremely sensitive to the needs and sufferings of
others, so you’ll often find us on the frontlines
of social justice, advocacy, policy and mental
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health.

•

ing for our bodies sometimes needs a

So please don’t fall into the trap of thinking

reminder.

of us as lazy when we can’t do written work or
study or stay on task. Nor assume we are stupid

We are mostly stuck in our heads, car-

•

Curiosity is my greatest strength as well

when we look at things a different way (on av-

as my weakness, help me to remember

erage, ADHD suffers score 2- 3 standard devi-

to use it constructively.

ations above the mean in intelligence testing).
Truth be told, if we could express ourselves

•

Once we hit the ‘I don’t care / I can’t
decide’ stage, give us a moment to rest

fully, in the context of our capabilities and not

and think. If you gently explain why

hamstrung by the standard structural systems,

the decision is important to you, we can

we might well be running the world by now.

then decide based on this new data.
Thank you for letting me share my experi-

So how can you, as a therapist or a friend or
colleague, help?
•

ence and I sincerely hope that my recommendations resonate with you as a way to help me,

If you have our permission, place your
hand on our shoulder, or hold our hand

and people like me, make my best contribution
to the world. That is all I am trying to do.

while you are talking to us. This helps
to “ground” our emotions and senses
into the one conversation.
•

Be patient with us. Certainly, don’t let
us sit around all day, but do give us a
little extra time to complete one task,
as we are probably working on three or
four other tasks at the same time. There
can be efficiency and productivity in the
end.

•

Respect that it can take us much more
mental energy to function “normally”.

•

•

Albrecht,

B.,

Uebel-von

Sandersleben,

H.,

Gevensleben, H., & Rothenberger, A. (2015).
Pathophysiology of ADHD and associated
problems—starting points for NF interventions?

Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 9:

935 doi=10.3389/fnhum.2015.00359
Bhattacharyya, K. B., & Rai, S. (2015). Famous people with Tourette’s syndrome: Dr.
Samuel Johnson (yes) & Wolfgang Amade-

Help us to build work environments that

us Mozart (may be): Victims of Tourette’s

have supportive sensations and sounds.

syndrome?.

Make sure we always have deadlines,
but enforce them positively

•
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FEATURE

Editor’s Note
Therapeutic Hypnosis in the clinical context, has a deep history of theoretical and practical
research which, unfortunately, can be diminished and even disregarded in the shade of populist
practices of hypnosis for stage entertainment, comedy and single purpose suggestion. The issue
that is often lost in the argument is that the experience of trance is well known as a natural shift
in mental state that can be spontaneously achieved without the intervention of a facilitator - a
hypnotist. The argument about the sincerity, effectiveness and ethics of imposing something on
another person rages in many fields including psychotherapy, psychology, medicine, education and
even on the sporting field. Pop psychology and pop hypnosis are forms of practice that need to be
considered, but considered separately. For this article, I ask you to turn your mind to the serious
investigation of this natural phenomenon that is a particular emergent quality from human focus
and attention. Because hypnosis is utilized in therapeutic circumstances, it is incumbent on us to
know what is being done, why and how to do it more effectively and more safely. Ernest Rosi has
been at the vanguard of this endeavor and it is wonderful to see him joined by Kathryn Rossi and
one of Rossi’s students, Jan Dyba.
The following article puts forward an integration of current research into the neuroscience of
hypnosis with the classical electrodynamic research done by Leonard Ravitz in the mid to late 20th
century as a framework for an actualized two-factor theory of hypnosis (see Hilgard, 1986 & Hammond, 2005). A simplistic description of the 2-factors is that hypnosis is achieved by the quality
of the subject’s expectancy or because it is an ability/trait of the subject. Other authors have some
variation of specific description of those fundamentals and some suggest they cannot be integrated.

Photo by Ben Sweet on Unsplash

The model presented in this paper also integrates two opposite positions on the role of attention in
hypnosis; an impaired attention approach with a focused attention perspective. The purpose of the
article is to present a useful research-based framework for clinical hypnosis and its utilization in
the clinical context of generating more tailored and detailed interventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Hypnosis is broadly applied in the field of
psychotherapy, rehabilitation, as well as in

FIRST ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF THE
HYPNOTIC STATE

general medicine (Erickson & Rossi, 1979; Ha-

The first electromagnetic field measure-

ley, 1973, 1985a, 1985b, 1985c; Lankton & Lank-

ments of hypnotic state were taken and pub-

ton, 1983; Patterson, 2010; Patterson & Jensen,

lished by Leonard Ravitz in Science magazine

2003; Rossi, 2004; Yapko, 2002), and though its

(Ravitz, 1950) using Burr-Lane-Nims micro-

effectiveness is widely confirmed in research

voltmeter as a measuring device (Burr, Lane, &

across multiple domains, it’s nature and foun-

Nims, 1936; Matthews, 2007). Utilizing Milton

dations are still not clear (Weitzenhoffer, 2001).

H. Erickson hand levitation hypnotic induction

The following article utilizes the two-factor the-

technique, he describes his results as follows:

ory of hypnotic experience to propose a theo-

During hypnosis, the EMF (electromagnet-

retical clinical framework, that has a potential

ic force) tracing becomes more regular, and

to create a common ground for many contra-

potential difference either gradually increas-

dictory research results concerning hypnosis,

es or decreases in magnitude. At trance ter-

done in the fields of cognitive neuroscience.

mination, there is usually a dramatic voltage

The model described in this article aims to in-

shift, and the tracing eventually returns to

tegrate together a pioneering work of Leonard

that of the normal waking state. (…)

Ravitz (1950, 2002) and Ernest L. Rossi (Erickson & Rossi, 1981; Erickson, Rossi, & Rossi,
1976; Rossi & Rossi, 2016b, 2016a, 2016c) in the
field of electrodynamics of hypnosis, theories of
impaired and focused attention in hypnosis and
current research in the field of neuroscience of
hypnosis.
We will begin the exploration with a brief
outline of the classical electrodynamic research
of the hypnotic phenomena, after that we will
describe two factor theory of hypnosis and integrates it with research on attention in hypnosis. Then we will review some key research on
the neurobiology of the hypnotic phenomena to
finally integrate all of the above in the framework of a neurocognitive model of the two-factor theory of hypnosis.

Catalepsy, when used to induce hypnosis,
sometimes produced marked emf changes
(...). When this occurred during the trance,
or when the subject voluntarily raised an
arm, minimal changes were recorded. (Ravitz, 1950, pp. 341–342)
In his later research on the hypnotic phenomenon, Ravitz (1951, 1959) found that apart
from smoothing of the potential difference in
the tracing, it may increase or decrease across
subjects as well as in the same subject at different times. Additionally, catalepsy, when associated with the induction causes considerable
increases in voltage, but phenomena like hallucinations, dreams and regressions do not influence the typical hypnotic pattern unless associated with strong emotions (Ravitz, 1951, 1959,
2002). the above results may be interpreted as
an indication, that the alterations of the clas-
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sical Ravitz hypnotic pattern may be associat-

with nonpolarizing electrodes placed on the

ed with specific alterations of the focus of at-

forehead and the palm of one hand) for a

tention, presumably towards more emotionally

number of years in his clinical practice as

involving absorption. Ravitz himself considers

a convenient and convincing indicator of an

the alterations of the electrodynamic field in

objective alteration that takes place during

the trance state as an indication of the trance

trance. The record of a highly intelligent,

depth (Ravitz, 1950, 1951). According to the

normal, 24-year-old female subject during

main thesis of this paper, it can be more spe-

her first hypnotic induction is presented in

cifically assigned to certain alterations in the

Figure 3 3 [figure 1 in the following article].

attentional processes, which will be discussed

The erratic, fast activity at the beginning of

in the following sections.

the record (A) is characteristic of normal waking awareness. Every impulse to activity seems

TWO FACTOR THEORY OF
HYPNOSIS

related to an upswing, which then drops as soon
as the impulse is carried through. During simple
relaxation, meditation, and hypnosis the record

While working with Milton H Erickson

smoothes out and usually drops dramatically

and Leonard Ravitz on the electrodynamic sig-

as the subject gives up any active effort to di-

nature of hypnotic states, Rossi developed two

rect mind or body (B). In Figure 3 a few slow

factor theory of hypnotic experience based on

upswings are noted during the beginning of

gathered research data. The original theory,

the hypnotic induction, as the subject makes

that will be a subject of the following article,

an effort to attend to the therapist’s remarks

was described as follows (Erickson & Rossi,

(C). These drop out as trance deepens, and

1981, pp. 53-54 italics added here):

the record shows a characteristically flat, low

While the pendulum of current scientific

plateau with only low-amplitude slow waves

thought has swung to the opinion that no

(D). With more trance experience even this

objective measure of hypnotic trance ex-

low-amplitude activity drops out, and a

ists, there is a long scientific tradition of

smooth line record is obtained. As long as

measuring catalepsy. As early as 1898 Sidis

the subject remains mentally quiescent with

published remarkably clear and convinc-

an immobile (cataleptic) body, there are no

ing sphygmographic records distinguishing

peaks or valleys in the record. When the sub-

normal awakeness from catalepsy experi-

ject initiates mental activity or moves, peaks and

enced during hypnosis. More recently Rav-

valleys are usually recorded. The awakening

itz (1962, 1973) published tracings of the

period is also followed by a typical pattern

body’s D.C. electrical activity (measured on

(E). The waking-fast activity usually appears at

high-impedance recorders) that underwent

a higher level than the initial basal waking lev-

characteristic changes during the induction of

el. This higher level is maintained for a few

catalepsy. The junior author has utilized a

minutes until the record comes back to nor-

high-impedance recorder (input imped-

mal.

ances ranging from 10 to 1000 megaohms

The difficulty with accepting such records as
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Figure 1: Electronic monitoring of DC body potential during catalepsy – milivolts on vertical
axis: (a) normal awakeness; (b) drop in DC potential during relaxation of hypnotic induction; (c)
momentary response to therapist remarks (probably emotionally significant) (d) characteristically
low activity during catalepsy; (e) typical awakening pattern at higher level than (a). (retrieved with
permission from Erickson & Rossi, 2014, p. 65)
valid measures of trance is that they appear

suggestion is not a process of insinuating or

whenever the subject quiets down during

placing something into the subject’s mind.

relaxation, meditation, or sleep, whether

Hypnotic suggestion is a process of helping

or not hypnosis has been formally induced.

subjects utilize their own mental associa-

We would therefore offer a two-factor the-

tions and capacities in ways that were for-

ory of hypnotic experience. First, there must

merly outside the subjects’ own ego con-

be a state of openness and receptivity wherein

trols.

subjects are not making any self-directed efforts
to interfere with their own autonomous mental
activity or the suggestions of the therapist. Ravitz’s measurements, like those in Figure 3,
are probably an effective indication of this
state of quiet receptivity. The second factor might be called “associative involvement.”
This is the process whereby the hypnotherapist engages and utilizes a subject’s associations, mental mechanisms, and skills to facilitate
a hypnotic experience. We regard this process
of utilizing a patient’s own mental associations as the essence of “suggestion.” Hypnotic

At first Rossi describes the so called electrodynamic field signature of hypnosis (Rossi
& Rossi, 2016b), as described in the previous
section of the following work. Then he distinguishes two distinct factors that together constitutes the state of hypnotic experience. The
first factor is a state of openness and receptivity
wherein subjects are not making any self-directed
efforts to interfere with their own autonomous mental activity or the suggestions of the therapist, and
the other would be “associative involvement”,
which is a process whereby hypnotherapist engages and utilizes a subject’s associations, mental
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mechanisms, and skills to facilitate a hypnotic ex-

with these changes, that might at least in part

perience. In other words, a hypnotic state, as

account for the changes in the hypnotic state?

defined by the classical two factor theory of

One of aims of the following paper is to come

hypnotic experience is a state of heightened re-

closer to an answer to that question.

ceptivity or sensitivity of the client or patient to
a particular set of suggestions or instructions,
aiming at helping them to recognize, utilize and
creatively reorganize, re-synthesize or reframe

Rossi in one of his papers (Rossi & Rossi,
2016c, pp. 58–59, italics added here) conceptualizes the “recorded field” as:
...the recorded field (area, channel, or space)

their own personal inner resources.
In the following sections, we are going to
attempt to update the classical Two Factor Theory of Hypnotic Experience with research from
current cognitive neuroscience to gain deeper
understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the phenomena of therapeutic hypnosis
and its efficacy in treating various psychological problems and mental disorders.

between the head and left and right hands
is conceptualized in this paper as a computational image (Tricoche, MacLeod & Johnson, 2008) of the boundaries of the quantum
electrodynamic field which, in more familiar
terms, could be described as attention, focus,
the bandwidth of consciousness, and electrodermal activity (Prokasy & Raskin, 1973);
or the more recent concepts of biomolecu-

Before we start our review of current state
of research, we need to conceptualize exactly,
what we are actually looking at, when we refer to the electrodynamic field recordings of the
hypnotic state. The Burr-Lane-Nims microvoltmeters were actually recording the human
body direct current (DC) (Burr et al., 1936; Matthews, 2007; Ravitz, 1950, 2002) in millivolts,
or as Rossi states, the electrodynamic quantum
field of hypnosis (Rossi & Rossi, 2016a, 2016b),
which as all other variations of quantum field
may reflect on higher levels, for example in
wave nature of mind-body rhythms (Lloyd &
Rossi, 1992, 2008) like for instance Kleitman’s
(1982, 1987) Basic Rest Activity Cycle, which can
possibly be a foundation of the natural waking
trance as well as hypnosis in general (Rossi,
2002, 2004; Rossi & Lippincott, 1992; Rossi &

lar energy landscapes (Neupane et al, 2016;
Wolynes, 2016).
In the quote mentioned above we can clearly see, that Rossi conceptualizes the electrodynamic field records in relation to focus and
attention. In the following section we will go
through some of the most important research
on the relation between attention and hypnosis,
and then we will try to relate it to the Two Factor Theory of Hypnotic Experience mentioned
above.

IMPAIRED ATTENTION VS.
FOCUSED ATTENTION VIEW
ON HYPNOSIS AND THE TWOFACTOR THEORY OF HYPNOTIC
EXPERIENCE

Rossi, 2013). But what is actually reflected in

When it comes to the role of attention and

the alterations of the electrodynamic field, or in

cognitive control processes in hypnosis, we can

other words the direct current? What correlates

distinguish two general distinct orientations to
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the problem.

To actually test the assumptions of above

One group of models (Barber, 2009; Tellegen
& Atkinson, 1974) promote a notion of focused
attention. According to this notion, a state of
focus or heightened attention is required to label the experience as “hypnotic”.
Theodore X. Barber (Barber, 2009, p. 370)
states that clearly in his classical article on the
subject as follows:

mentioned model groups various researchers
mostly used the classical Stroop task (see Egner & Raz, 2007 for a comprehansive review).
In this classical attention test (Stroop, 1935) a
subject is presented with a series of words in
two different conditions – congruent and incongruent – and are then asked to name the
color of the letters. In a congruent condition a
word is either irrelevant to a color or it depicts

Given a minimum of skill on the part of the

a color of the letters. An example of the con-

hypnotist, the necessary and sufficient con-

gruent condition would be, word yellow written

ditions for a subject to how at least some

with yellow letters. In an incongruent condition

hypnotic behavior (in an experiment which

the letters are in a different color than the col-

the subject perceives as involving “hypno-

or the word depicts, for example word yellow

sis” or as involving an intimate relationship

painted in red. Generally speaking, people need

with another person, viz., a hypnotist) ap-

more time to name the color of the words in an

pear to be as follows: (a) the subject must

incongruent condition than in congruent.

possess the “hypnotic aptitude”—i.e., the
ability to quickly and easily become and remain attentive, thinking about, and responsive to selected stimuli — and (b) the subject must possess an “attitude of basic trust
toward oneself and others.

STROOP INTERFERENCE AND
ATTENTION IN HYPNOSIS
When it comes to hypnosis (Egner & Raz,
2007), the predictions are as follows: If the focused attention view of hypnotic state is cor-

On the other hand, there are models (Dienes

rect, high susceptible subjects should do better

& Perner, 2007; Hilgard, 1965, 1977; James-

on the Stroop task under hypnosis than peo-

on & Sheehan, 2004; Woody & Bowers, 1994)

ple with low susceptibility level. Attention ful-

which assume, that with the hypnotic state the

ly focused on the task should help override the

attention of, at least highly susceptible subject

interference. If the impaired attention view of

becomes impaired. According for example, to

hypnosis gives better predictions people with

the classical Hilgard’s neodissociation theory of

higher susceptibility level would achieve poorer

hypnosis (Hilgard, 1965, 1977, 1991) a hypnot-

results, then low susceptibility subjects, due to

ic induction splits the functioning of the exec-

impaired attention abilities.

utive control system into separate streams. A
hypnotic suggestion acts upon the part of the
executive control system, that is dissociated
from the rest, and therefore a hypnotic subject
is not aware of the process by which the suggestion operates to create the desired outcome.

At first glance lot of independent research
projects seem to support the impaired attention
models of hypnosis. In a trance subject with
higher susceptibility level gain poorer results in
terms of the Stroop interference, than subjects
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with low susceptibility level in the absence of

in which cognitive arousal may be lowered.

specific suggestions. On the other hand, when a

(Sheehan et al., 1988, p. 459)

specific suggestion is given to the subject under
hypnosis, concerning a use of the specialized
cognitive strategy, people with high susceptibility score higher then subjects with low susceptibility in the Stroop test, thus overriding
the interference (Egner & Raz, 2007).

Can the abovementioned cognitive arousal be
a manifestation of the lowered electromagnetic
arousal depicted by the curve described originally by Ravitz (Ravitz, 1950, 2002) and Rossi
(Erickson & Rossi, 1981)? Or can these results
be better understood in a framework of the Two

In a important study Sheehan with a team

Factor Theory of Hypnotic Experience? If it is

of researchers (Sheehan, Donovan, & MacLeod,

possible to interpret the increased interfer-

1988) found out, that high susceptible subjects

ence and complete lack of cognitive strategies

score worst than low susceptible in a hypnot-

in high susceptible subjects as a result of them

ic trance condition in the Stroop task. What’s

being in a special “state of openness and receptiv-

even more important, is that these researchers

ity wherein subjects are not making any self-direct-

report a total absence of reported strategies in

ed efforts to interfere with their own autonomous

highly susceptible subjects in a hypnotic condi-

mental activity or the suggestions of the therapist”

tion, without any specific suggestions concern-

– which constitutes the first factor in Rossi’s

ing the cognitive strategy useful to improve the

and Erickson’s theory (Erickson & Rossi, 1981),

Stroop task performance. A situation reverses

and better performance of the high susceptible

significantly, when subjects are given a special

subject in comparison to low susceptible ones

suggestion, that describes the cognitive strat-

in the Stroop task as “associative involvement (…)

egy meant to decrease the Stroop interference

the process whereby the hypnotherapist engages

effect under hypnosis. Subjects were instructed

and utilizes a subject’s associations, mental mecha-

to:

nisms, and skills to facilitate a hypnotic experience”,
… narrow and position their field of vision
so that perception of the word as a semantic
unit was made more difficult. (Sheehan et
al., 1988, p. 456)

than we may have found the attentional correlates and foundations of the Two Factor Theory of Hypnotic Experience.
Similar results were obtained in number of

In such condition subjects with high susceptibility score perform better than subject
with low susceptibility on the Stroop task under hypnosis. The authors summarize collected
data as follows:
When strategies are suggested, cognitive resources can be mobilized; when they are not
suggested, however, these resources may not
be mobilized at all in a context that substantially reinforces relaxed responding and

other studies (Casiglia et al., 2010; Raz et al.,
2003; Raz, Moreno-Iniguez, Martin, & Zhu,
2007; Raz, Pollard, & Nitkin-Kaner, 2006; Raz,
Shapiro, Fan, & Posner, 2002). For example Raz
with a team (Raz et al., 2002) demonstrated,
that subjects with high susceptibility can completely abolish the Stroop interference effect,
when presented with a post-hypnotic suggestion to see the letter in a Stroop task as written
in foreign language. In a follow-up study (Raz
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et al., 2003) they blurred the vision of subjects

which in consequence reduced the conflict, that

to test if the reduction in Stroop interference is

could arise in the brain through the interfer-

not caused by means other than the post-hyp-

ence effect, thus reducing the activity in the

notic suggestion itself. They came into con-

ACC, which is involved in processes of conflict

clusion, that significant Stroop interference

monitoring (PRZYPIS). This also supports the

reduction cannot be attributed to blurring of

hypothesis, that hypnosis can modulate specif-

vision, but it is rather caused by a suppression

ic brain structures in response to specially de-

of lexical word processing.

signed suggestion, through a top-down mech-

In yet another study Déry with a team of
researchers (Déry, Campbell, Lifshitz, & Raz,

anism (Rossi, 1994, 2000, 2001, 2004; Rossi &
Rossi, 2013).

2014) obtained results showing, that specific

A CASE OF HYPNOTIC
PARALYSIS AND IT’S
NEUROBIOLOGICAL
CORRELATES

hypnotic suggestion to sharpen the hearing can
override the automatic audiovisual integration
in the procedure of McGurk effect. Authors of
the paper conclude, that their results demonstrate, that:

Ravitz (1950) in his first research obtained a

... even strongly entrenched cross-modal

peak in the electrodynamic activity while elic-

perception - seldom amenable to behavioral

iting a hypnotic catalepsy within a hypnotic

interventions - can speedily return, without

subject. To more completely understand, what

training, to the purview of cognitive control

actually occurs during that higher peak of elec-

following a specific suggestion. (Déry et al.,

tric activity we will now shortly review some

2014, p.36)

of the more recent neurobiological studies on

In one of his research, Raz with a team (Raz,

hypnotic paralysis.

Fan, & Posner, 2005) made an attempt to iden-

Cojan with colleagues (Cojan et al., 2009)

tify the neural correlates of the mechanism

utilizing an fMRI technology identified changes

responsible for the reduction of the Stroop in-

in the brain activity both specific to the state of

terference effect in highly susceptible subjects.

trance itself as well as assigned more directly

They found, that a specific post-hypnotic sug-

to the hypnotically induced paralysis condition.

gestion to perceive words as nonsense strings

They noted increased activity in the anterior

produces modulation in activity in early occip-

cingulate cortex and orbitofrontal cortex, re-

ital cortex and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),

gions associated with enhanced focusing and

as well as a reduced fMRi signal in some parts

monitoring during hypnosis, across all condi-

of the prestriate area. They attribute the Stroop

tions, independently of the task condition. Spe-

interference reduction effect to the lowering of

cific activation in right inferior frontal cortex

the visual system activation by reducing atten-

was associated with a state of enhanced con-

tion to the actual visual stream. In addition,

trol and monitoring, recruited in all conditions

the strong modulation of early occipital cortex

under hypnosis. The activation in the left ven-

activity indicates the altered visual processing

trolateral prefrontal areas was interpreted as
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connected to the maintenance of new action

hypnotic paralysis, when compared to the nor-

rules imposed by the hypnotic suggestion. This

mal state, and right M1 activity demonstrated

activation was interpreted by the researchers as

wicker correlation with right premotor cortex

specific to the state of hypnotic trance (Cojan et

during hypnosis, compared to the normal state.

al., 2009). Further they outline the summary of

This according to Cojan (et al., 2009, p. 871)

their research as follows:

may suggest a possible neural mechanism by

… hypnosis produced distributed changes
in prefrontal and parietal areas involved in
attentional control, together with striking
modifications in the functional connectivity of M1 with other brain regions. Changes

which self-monitoring processes may control
hypnotically paralyzed hand movements utilizing internal representations derived from hypnotic suggestions and mental imagery in place
of a normal usually present habitual reaction.

in connectivity involved a reduced coupling

Additionally Deeley with a team of research-

with premotor areas but increased coupling

ers (Deeley et al., 2013), comparing subjects

with the precuneus, which was also selec-

with and without induced paralysis, both in a

tively activated during instructions to pre-

trance state, noted an increased activation of

pare left movement during hypnosis. Alto-

supplementary motor area (SMA) and anterior

gether, these data suggest a disconnection

cingulate cortex in people with induced paraly-

of motor commands from normal voluntary

sis as compared with the normal condition.

processes, presumably under the influence
of brain systems involved in executive control and self-related imagery (...)(Cojan et
al., 2009, p. 870)

These authors (Deeley et al., 2013)conclude
that the ACC may either mediate the selective
inhibition of intended movements in response
to specific suggestions, or it may be involved

More specifically, an increased activation

in implementing the selective inhibition of

was observed in precuneus and extrastriate

movements following the suggestion. The au-

visual areas during a preparation to move the

thors suspect, that it does not directly mediate

left, paralyzed hand under hypnosis. Precune-

the sense of involuntariness. SMA on the other

us is a region of the brain involved in mental

hand is involved in the process of preparation

imaginary and memory, especially in relation to

to implement the prepotent motor response

self (Lou et al., 2004). It is activated during the

following instructions to move the limb. Thus,

motor preparation, which could be due to its

it plays a part in the intention to move the limb.

involvement in envisioning future events from

They also suspect, that taken together the acti-

the first-person perspective. This means, ac-

vation of ACC and SMA, maybe responsible for

cording to the authors, that a general alteration

the perceived loss of control and difficulty to

of consciousness in the hypnotic condition was

move the limb in the hypnotic state. Addition-

not present, and a subject was staying in the

ally, authors report an activation in the con-

default mode, when asked to prepare movement

tralateral sensorimotor domains in response to

with the paralyzed hand. Moreover, precuneus

targeted suggestions.

showed stronger coupling with right M1 during

Burgmer with colleagues (et al., 2013) in
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another research associate the ACC with mo-

nism then a general top-down influence of the

tivational and attentional effects in hypnosis,

hypnotic suggestion (Halligan, Athwal, Oakley,

as well as with its conflict monitoring capaci-

& Frackowiak, 2000).

ty. They suspect, that ACC may be active during
hypnotic paralysis, because of the conflict between the intention to move the arm and not
being able to do that because of the suggested inability to do so. They also spotted an increased activation during hypnotically induced
paralysis in middle frontal gyrus (MFG), that
is associated with the attentional processes.
Authors (Burgmer et al., 2013) think, that it
may be particularly associated with cancelation
of prepared movement, formation of different
motor representations, experience of self dissociation and enhanced self-monitoring under hypnosis. Another important area, where
activation was increased during the hypnotic
paralysis was insula. Authors conclude, that it
may be involved in the processes of re-representation of interoception as well as alteration
in a feeling of agency and body ownership.
Taken together, these results indicate, that the
hypnotic paralysis is achieved by means of altering of body and motor conceptualization in
that condition by re-representation of interoception, reintegration of multimodal sensory information and constant self-monitoring
processes. What is also important, hypnosis did
not affect the function of mirror neuron system, in contrary to dissociative motor impairment, which means, that early motor processes
such as movement initiation, or generation of

In summary, it can be observed, that in various presented above research projects different
results were obtained, when it comes to a specific mechanism of the catalepsy in a hypnotic state. Is it possible, that this variety can at
least in part be explained by uniqueness of each
of the experimental settings, suggestions presented and for most by the creative work, that a
subject does in response to suggestion presented (Rossi & Rossi, 2007, 2013)? If this was true,
isn’t that a clear example of a hypnotic subject
utilizing and reassociating their own inner resources, life experiences and learnings in order
to creatively respond to the suggestion? Milton
H. Erickson refers to it as follows:
Direct suggestion is based primarily, if unwittingly, upon the assumption that whatever develops in hypnosis derives from the
suggestions given. It implies that the therapist has the miraculous power of effecting
therapeutic changes in the patient, and disregards the fact that therapy results from an
inner re-synthesis of the patient’s behavior
achieved by the patient himself. It is true
that direct suggestion can affect an alteration in the patient’s behavior and result in
a symptomatic cure, at least temporarily.
However, such a “cure” is simply a response
to the suggestion and does not entail that
reassociation and reorganization of ideas,

will to move are intact.
That seems to support Cojan’s conclusion
(Cojan et al., 2009), that motor intentions and
enhanced self monitoring processes are preserved in hypnosis, and thus the paralysis itself
is achieved by means of more specific mecha-

understandings, and memories so essential
for an actual cure. It is this experience of reassociating and reorganizing his own experiential life that eventuates in a cure, not the
manifestation of responsive behavior which
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can, at best, satisfy only the observer. (Er-

in the trance state itself, as well as create neu-

ickson, 2018, p. 46)

rocognitive basis for the two factor theory of

Then Erickson further refers to a specific
example of hand anesthesia! As follows:
For example, anesthesia of the hand may
be suggested directly, and a seemingly adequate response may be made. However, if
the patient has not spontaneously interpreted the command to include a realization of
the need for inner reorganization, that anesthesia will fail to meet clinical tests and
will be a pseudo-anesthesia. (Erickson,
2018, p. 46)

hypnotic experience, originally presented by
Rossi and Erickson (1981). Lastly we reviewed
some of the most recent research on the neuroscientific basis for the phenomenon of catalepsy in hypnosis, gaining a deeper understanding
of both the phenomenon itself, as well as the
upswings reported by Ravitz (1950) in his work.
The basis assumption, that we based our
explorations on is, that a process of hypnotic
suggestion, as well as the trance state itself,
facilitates or creates a creative experience, that
depotentiates the habitual sets and patterns or

We hypothesize, that the differences in the
results in between conditions and studies presented in this article, may be, at least to some
degree assigned to the process of creative inner
reorganization and utilization of patients own
resources. Thus, we speculate, that the peaks
in activation in the electrodynamic charts illustrating electrodynamic signature of hypnotic
state reflect an alteration in attention related
to a more specific creative process behind defined response to the hypnotic suggestion, in
this case a particular set of suggestions leading
to the state of catalepsy.

associations and behavior and enables patients
to utilize their own inner resources in a new
creative manner (Erickson & Rossi, 1979, 1981;
Erickson et al., 1976; Rossi, 2004, 2012, Rossi &
Rossi, 2007, 2013). The research quoted in this
article demonstrate, that hypnosis is able to
create such an environment, in which a subject
is able to use their own abilities in a more focused and directed way, that can even result in
break or modification of automatic and habitual
processes, such as these present, for example in
a Stroop effect.
This paper also shows, that classical two
factor theory of a hypnotic experience, enriched

SUMMARY

with its neurocognitive basis explains the at-

In the article above we outlined the
classical two factor theory of hypnotic experience, along with Leonard Ravitz’s electrody-

tention alterations in the trance state, making
it valuable for further research and investigations.

namic research. Then, using some of Rossi’s

Further research as necessary to determine

current insights, we conceptualized the elec-

if there is a relation between the electrody-

trodynamic chart as associated with attentional

namic signature of hypnosis and the alterations

processes. Later, based on the newest research

of attention in a hypnotic process. Better un-

on attention in hypnosis, we were able to gain a

derstanding of these processes will enable us

deeper understanding of the processes involved

to more completely understand what hypnosis
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is, and what possibilities it introduces in treat-

A. (2014). Suggestion overrides automatic

ment of various psychological problems, and

audiovisual integration. Consciousness and

thus construct better, more targeted and effec-

Cognition, (24), 33–37.

tive therapeutic interventions in a trance state.

Dienes, Z., & Perner, J. (2007). Executive control without conscious awareness: the cold
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CONSCIOUSNESS

Still Being Explained
by
Richard Hill
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The biggest problem
seems to be that if
consciousness is a
subjective experience
then it is very
difficult to explore it
scientifically.

SPECULATION

Photo by v2osk on Unsplash

E

ver since reading Daniel Dennett’s

So, I went over to UCSF and I talked to all

1991 book, Consciousness Explained, I

the heavy-duty neurobiologists there, and

have continued to look for a consen-

they showed some impatience, as scientists

sus of opinion. It seems that we hav-

often do when you ask them embarrassing

en’t reached that consensus yet, but this means

questions. But the thing that struck me is,

that the conversations on the subject continue

one guy said in exasperation, a very famous

to be interesting. The biggest problem seems

neurobiologist, he said, “Look, in my disci-

to be that if consciousness is a subjective ex-

pline it’s okay to be interested in conscious-

perience then it is very difficult to explore it

ness, but get tenure first. Get tenure first.”

scientifically. John Searle, the renown American philosopher told the TED audience in Cern
(2013):

He currently feels that it may be possible
to do the research without tenure now, but the
message that consciousness is a study of some

When I first got interested in this, I thought,

importance AND contentious in academic envi-

well, it’s a straightforward problem in biolo-

rons is all part of the ambiguity of the concept.

gy. Let’s get these brain stabbers to get busy

Trying to understand consciousness was the

and figure out how it works in the brain.

basis of David Chalmers famous
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“hard problem of consciousness (Chalmers

dreamless sleep, and it goes on all day until

1995) which is the problem of explaining

you fall asleep or die or otherwise become

the relationship between physical phenom-

unconscious (Searle, 2013).”

ena, such as brain processes, and experience
(i.e., phenomenal consciousness, or mental
states/events with phenomenal qualities or
qualia). Why are physical processes ever accompanied by experience? (Howell & Alter

David Chalmers describes prosaically,
“Right now you have a movie playing inside your head. It’s an amazing multi-track
movie. It has 3D vision and surround sound
for what you’re seeing and hearing right

2009).”
For example, why is the frequency in the
light spectrum of 405-480 Thz at a wavelength
of 625-740 nm experienced as the colour red.
We still don’t know, exactly. We can point to
functions in the brain that impact our ability
to be aware of what is happening. We readily
use the terms conscious to be an aware state
which can be halted when the person is rendered unconscious. If we damage, traumatize or
anaesthetise the upper brainstem, the person is
rendered unconscious. If we damage or inactivate another part of the brainstem, the person can lose all ability to move, but still remain
conscious. Tens of thousands of people regain
consciousness like this during operations and
although they are able to hear and see everything happening and feel pain, they are unable to do anything to make any one aware of
their situation. No doubt a traumatic experience

now, but that’s just the start of it. Your
movie has smell and taste and touch. It has
a sense of your body, pain, hunger, orgasms.
It has emotions, anger and happiness. It has
memories, like scenes from your childhood
playing before you. And it has this constant
voiceover narrative in your stream of conscious thinking. At the heart of this movie is
you experiencing all this directly. This movie is your stream of consciousness, the subject of experience of the mind and the world.
Consciousness is one of the fundamental
facts of human existence. Each of us is conscious. We all have our own inner movie…
There’s nothing we know about more directly… Consciousness also is what makes
life worth living. If we weren’t conscious,
nothing in our lives would have meaning or
value (Chalmers, 2014).”
Antonio Damasio, the renown neuroscientist

(Sohn, 2019).
Explaining the mechanisms of consciousness depends on the definition of conscious-

also considers the objective and subjective nature of consciousness,
“…without having this possibility of con-

ness.

scious minds, we would have no knowledge

John Searle suggests,

whatsoever about our humanity; we would

“We’re not ready for a scientific defini-

have no knowledge whatsoever about the

tion, but here’s a common-sense definition.

world. We would have no pains, but also no

Consciousness consists of all those states of

joys. We would have no access to love or to

feeling or sentience or awareness. It begins

the ability to create. … without conscious-

in the morning when you wake up from a

ness, we would have no access to true hap-
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piness and even the possibility of transcen-

ities. Matthias Michel, a philosopher of science

dence (Damasio, 2011).”

and a PhD student at Sorbonne University in

What is it that experiences all these things?
Damasio addresses this.

Paris gives some insight here,
“Consciousness is often described as the

“We are not passive exhibitors of visual or
auditory or tactile images. We have selves.
We have a Me that is automatically present
in our minds right now. We own our minds.
And we have a sense that it’s everyone of
us that is experiencing this… So in order to
have a conscious mind, you have a self within the conscious mind. So, a conscious mind

mind’s subjective experience. Whereas a
basic robot can unconsciously detect conditions such as colour, temperature or sound,
consciousness describes the qualitative feeling that is associated with those perceptions, together with the deeper processes
of reflection, communication and thought
(Sohn, 2019, p. S3).”

is a mind with a self in it. The self intro-

Putting aside the inference that non-con-

duces the subjective perspective in the mind,

scious activities are like a robot, this repeats

and we are only fully conscious when self

the idea that our implicit activities emerge into

comes to mind. So, what we need to know to

consciousness as qualia and I suggest are per-

even address this mystery is, number one,

ceived by the “self” or as the conscious presence

how are minds are put together in the brain,

that creates the “self” in order to subjective-

and, number two, how selves are construct-

ly experience the sensations or qualia that are

ed (Damasio 2011).”

emerging into consciousness from the implicit

This is the difficulty in creating a clear explanation of consciousness: we have to be conscious in order to have the presence of a “self”
AND it is only when there is a presence of “self”
that we are able to know that we are conscious.
This is a circular argument and circular arguments do not create definitions. It does however maintain our curiosity. I find myself wondering about the many non-conscious activities
of our biology, everything from digestion, to
immune response, to the constantly changing
milieu of our biochemicals and neurobiochemicals, and the activity of gene expression and the
construction of proteins that create our physical presence. All these things continue outside

domain. Again, a seemingly circular definition.
Ernest and Kathryn Rossi reflected on the
nature of bottoms-up processes, (2016).
Why do we have consciousness in the first
place? What adaptive value could the highly sensitive quantum qualia of the electrodynamic fields of subjective consciousness
in neuropsychotherapy possibly have? Why
are we not unconscious zombies relying on
blind and brute bottom-up DNA epigenetic
molecular mechanisms for survival? (p. 49)
As we turn our attention to consciousness
in relation to the practice of psychotherapy the
Rossis ask a challenging question,

of our conscious awareness, but they are active

“…does the intense focusing on the quan-

while we are conscious. The term non-con-

tum qualia of subjective human experience

scious or implicit is often used for these activ-

in neuropsychotherapy really facilitate the
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causal efficacy of the top-down holistic
approaches to healing and rehabilitation
optimized by the art, beauty, and truth in
the cultural rituals of meditation, spiritual
rituals, and the many styles of therapeutic
mindfulness throughout human history?”
(p.52)

brain) (p. S3).
The possibilities in this research of being able to determine whether a brain was in
a conscious or unconscious state has implications for people in comas and forms of locked
in syndrome where the body is paralysed, but
there is still conscious awareness. In this dis-

This question is why the Rossi’s have re-

cussion, the ability to measure or register a

vived their interest in the Ravitz electromag-

physical state that shows the presence of con-

netic measuring tools to try and measure the

sciousness takes us further toward showing

non-conscious activity while simultaneously

that there is a “brain state” that is recogniz-

monitoring the conscious perceptions of the

ably conscious. As this type of research contin-

experience. Research done using brain activity

ues scientists may be able to determine which

monitors such as fMRI and SPECT while mon-

brain regions or perhaps circuits are relevant

itoring and even regulating conscious activity

to the state of consciousness. It is fairly widely

has led us to make a myriad of correlations

accepted that the cerebral cortex is very im-

regarding the processes that occur outside of

portant for consciousness. There are also im-

consciousness and conscious perceptions. Em-

portant areas of the brain stem. What we do

ily Sohn (2019) reports,

with this knowledge will emerge over time, but

Scientists have also started to test ways of
detecting consciousness without the need to
give people verbal instructions. In a series
of studies that began in 2013, neuroscientist Marcello Massimini at the University

I wonder if it will bring us any closer to having an objective description of what creates the
“self”? This may be another “hard question” to
add to Chalmers’, although it may also be the
same question with different semantics.

of Milan and his colleagues used transcra-

The immediate benefits from continuing

nial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to create

this type of work is the honing of our under-

electrical ‘echoes’ in the brain that can be

standing how to treat various affective condi-

recorded using EEG. The technique is sim-

tions. Joseph LeDoux and Richard Brown (2017)

ilar to knocking on the brain, in the same

published an article that overturns LeDoux’s

way that a person might knock on a wall

own theories of the set of fear in the brain. He

to gauge its thickness, says Martin Monti, a

is best known for his work in establishing the

neuroscientist at the University of Califor-

amygdala as a centre of fear. This place emo-

nia, Los Angeles. While a person is under

tional consciousness in the mid-brain and a

general anaesthesia, or in a dreamless sleep,

separation of emotional and non-emotional

the echoes that are produced are simple. But

states. LeDoux now prefers to think of fear as

in the conscious brain, the echoes are com-

being produced in the same network as other

plex and spread widely over the surface of

conscious perception. He now argues that,

the cerebral cortex (the outer layer of the

“…conscious
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their content, arise from one system in the

research, there is the danger that some people

brain. In this view, what differs in emotion-

will overstate or be over definite with what is

al and nonemotional states are the kinds of

still research in flux. Emily Sohn concludes her

inputs that are processed by a general cor-

article (2019) with positiveness and a not too

tical network of cognition, a network es-

subtle warning,

sential for conscious experiences. Although
subcortical circuits are not directly responsible for conscious feelings, they provide
nonconscious inputs that coalesce with other kinds of neural signals in the cognitive
assembly of conscious emotional experiences (p. e2016).”

Researchers are also starting to push for
better communication with the public about
what consciousness science can and cannot achieve… claims that are unsupported by empirical data have proliferated in
consciousness research. One, in particular, called integrated information theory,

He redefines the activity of the amygdala as

has received plenty of private funding and

a part of our “defensive survival network”. I

media attention, even though it has been

find this idea quite appealing because the body

dismissed by… experts in the field. Mi-

tends to be fairly economic in the way sys-

chel suspects that a ‘guru effect’ could be

tems are used and to have a totally different

to blame, with non-experts thinking that

emotional and non-emotional system for con-

complex and obscure statements made by

sciousness and that consciousness was spread

intelligent people who project authority are

between the outer cortex and the mid-brain

more likely to be true than simpler ideas.

seemed counter-intuitive. I have often argued

“In a sense, the apparent complexity of the

that the conscious perception of pain is to do

theory is used as a proxy for its probability

with higher cortical processes, although the

of being true,” Michel says. “They don’t re-

stimulus arrives from the body and triggers the

ally understand it, but they come to believe

pain circuits. In colloquial terms for my clients,

that if they understood it, they would likely

I would describe the stimulus coming from the

consider it as the right theory of conscious-

body as one thing and their perception of the

ness (p. s5).”

pain that produces as more of an opinion that
is related to past experiences, current emotional states and other more upper consciousness
processes. LeDoux and Brown emphasize that
consciousness is “… a subjective experience, as
opposed to the condition of an organism simply
being awake and responsive to sensory stimulation (LeDoux & Brown, 2017 p e2017).”

This is, of course the danger in so many
fields where the problem is highly complex.
Murry Gell-Mann (2007), renown astrophysicist, told an audience at TED that, “… I won’t
go into a lot of stuff about quantum mechanics,
what it’s like and so on… you’ve heard a lot
of wrong things about it anyway…” This was
a reminder that the “noise” created by ingen-

As the research continues to refine the

uous chatter can confuse and even deter great

thinking, come up with better evidence and

minds like Gell-Mann from wanting to be the

also become more accepted as a valid field of

person correcting the errors. Good science will
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prevail, when good scientists continue to do

the trajectory of only recognising the objective

the work, but they also need to gather together

view and the objective dissociated experiment-

and show a solid front. Even this can be hard to

er. In the context of complex systems theory,

rise above the noise as we have seen with the

it is very difficult, if not impossible to exclude

climate science debate, but I am encouraged to

anything that is present in the system. An ex-

read that,

perimenter is, by those criteria, unable to be

“To solidify the legitimacy of consciousness science and to encourage acceptance
of evidence-based ideas, he and a group of
57 colleagues from a range of disciplines —
including Seth, Lau, Goodale and LeDoux —
followed up the informal study with a 2019
paper that reviewed the state of the field. Its
findings were mixed.

totally objective and uninfluential to the experiment or research. This is particularly relevant in the study of human behaviour, mental
health, therapeutic techniques and the existence and nature of “self” – consciousness.
John Searle (2013) does offer some confidence that objective science has a role to play.
You can have a completely objective science,

Although my encouragement was short
lived, as Sohn continued,

a science where you make objectively true
claims, about a domain whose existence is

“Consciousness research is not yet recognized as a strategically focused area by the
US National Institute of Mental Health… Job
creation in the field has lagged behind other
nascent disciplines such as neuroeconomics
and social neuroscience. And public funding, especially in the United States, has been
relatively scarce. But certain areas are gaining attention. Since the mid-2000s, the US
National Institutes of Health has provided
several large grants to support research that
addresses, among other important topics,
the neurological differences between consciousness and being in a coma, or wakefulness and being asleep. Such studies might
offer a window on the neural signatures of
consciousness (p.s5).”
But, the biggest confounder is, in my opinion, the inability of science to understand how
to appreciate and include subjectivity. Science
might be its own worst enemy if it continues

subjective, whose existence is in the human
brain consisting of subjective states of sentience or feeling or awareness. So, (there is
an) objection that you can’t have an objective
science of consciousness because it’s subjective and science is objective… (But) you
can make objective claims about a domain
that is subjective in its mode of existence,
and indeed that’s what neurologists do. I
mean, you have patients that actually suffer
pains, and you try to get an objective science
of that… Well, think about the distinction
between feeling a pain and engaging in pain
behavior… They think if you accept the irreducible existence of consciousness, you’re
giving up on science. You’re giving up on
300 years of human progress and human
hope and all the rest of it. And the message I
want to leave you with is, consciousness has
to become accepted as a genuine biological
phenomenon, as much subject to scientific
analysis as any other phenomenon in biolo-
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gy, or, for that matter, the rest of science.”
Perhaps the last word should go to David
Chalmers (2014),
“We can’t expect to solve it overnight. But I
do think we’re going to figure it out eventually. Understanding consciousness is a
real key, I think, both to understanding the
universe and to understanding ourselves. It
may just take the right crazy idea.”
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